PJM Certification Renewals

- Effective 8/20/19, personnel are no longer required to submit the “Application to Renew PJM Credential by CEHs” form
- Notification to personnel needing CE Hours/Simulation Hours (for renewal) will continue to be provided
- There is no change in process:
  - When applying for a Certification Exam
  - Hard copy issuance of newly obtained certification(s)
  - Electronic issuance of renewed certification(s)
- PJM Training website and Operator/Dispatcher Certification Bulletin will be updated to reflect the process change
LMS Complex Password Update

• Effective 9/20/19, LMS passwords must meet new password rules

• Password must:
  – Be changed at least every 180 days
  – Be between 10 and 16 characters in length
  – Use all 4 of the following types of characters (uppercase letters, lowercase letters, numbers, and special characters)

• E-mail communication will be sent to Training Liaisons and Alternate Training Liaisons this week

• LMS Broadcast message will be sent to active LMS users approximately 2 weeks prior to the effective date